
God and the World
Hugo Meyncll—£2.50

Dr Meynell examines the sceptical criticisms of tradi ional theism made
by contemporary philosophers and radical theologians, and finds them
wanting. He argues that traditional belief is more credible than the
alternatives so far put forward.

Anglican Vision
E. Amnnd dc f.!endieta—£2.50

Canon de Mendieta seeks in this volume to see 'the great ecumenical
Catholic Church of the future' and to outline—as he sees it—the
especially Anglican contribution to it. Anglicans born, seeing with his
eyes, will find much for gratitude, and much to hope for. Ready
September.

Jesus in His Time
Hans Jurgen Schultz—£2.25, popor £1.25

'Shows us how many vital links there were between early Christians
and their Jewish, Greek, and Roman contemporaries. The Christian
story becomes alive historically and therefore makes sense to modern
readers.' R. M. GRANT

3 . P. G. R.
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just published

Volumo 3 Hogel to Paradise
Edited by Consignor H. Francis Davis, The Very
Reverend Ivo Thomas and The Reverend Joseph Grehan

The third volume in a four-volume work designed to supply a need in
English-speaking countries for a theological dictionary which is
written with the English-speaking public in view and which is not
meiely a transplant from a foreign idiom. This volume includes many
of the topics which were set in a new light by the Second Vatican
Council, such as Inerrancy of the Bible, Infallibility of Church and
.Pope, Indulgences, Marriage, Original Sin, Ordination. Philosophical
theology is catered for by such articles as Immanence, Kant and
theology, Natural law, Metaphysic of Light. The great heresies are
covered: Jansenism, Lutheranism, the Manichees, Nestorius and
Oriijen. The regional liturgies are again scrutinized for the help they
can give to the theologian who takes his history seriously.
£7.!»0

Volume XXI
This Apologia January 1864 to June 1385
Edited at the Birmingham Oratory by Charles Stephen
Dessain and Edward E. Kelly S.J.

'The scholarly editing of Newman's letters by Dessain has already
drawn the highest praise from those best qualified to give it.'—
Catholic Herald
'An editorial venture which can compare in magnitude with that
"great undertaking" as Newman himself called it, the setting up of
the Catholic university in Dublin.'—Times Literary Supplement
Tho majority of the letters in this volume are concerned with two
themes, the story of the Apologia—which marked the Beginning of a
new epoch in Newman's life—and Newman's first attempt to found
an Oratory at Oxford, which was frustrated by Wiseman and
Manning. Besides these main themes, there are many letters dealing
with the problems of individuals, their religious difficulties, vocations
and literary ventures.
£6.75
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